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INTRODUCING TRANSIT CHILDREN’S EDITIONS, 
a new imprint from Transit Books, highlighting 
bold, imaginative, visually distinctive children’s 
books from around the world. 

Founded in the San Francisco Bay Area in 2015, Transit 
Books publishes a carefully curated list of award-winning 
literary fiction, narrative nonfiction, essay, and literature 
for children. Our authors have received or been finalists 
for the National Book Award, the National Book Critics 
Circle Award, the International Booker Prize, the PEN 
Translation Prize, and more.

With Transit Children’s Editions, we hope to inspire a 
younger generation to read beyond our borders, to bring 
joy and wonder, to challenge and excite, with a list that 
features a diversity of languages, perspectives, and literary 
approaches of the highest artistic quality.

Adam Levy & Ashley Nelson Levy 
Publishers

editors@transitbooks.org | transitbooks.org
1569 Solano Ave #142, Berkeley, CA 94707

— Oh my God… c’est tellement laid !
s’époumona-t-elle. C’est atroce, c’est…

UNE VRAIE BOUSE !

MONSTER-SCARED

THE TAILOR SHOP 
AT THE INTERSECTION

HOW DREADFUL!



MONSTER-SCARED
Betina Birkjær 
Illustrated by Zarah Juul
translated from the danish by  

Katrine Øgaard Jensen  
& Orien Longo

There’s a monster living in the attic. Not a loud monster but a quiet one. 
It’s probably making a kid trap. Each night, it grows in the dark. Everyone 
knows monsters feed on darkness.

This is Monster-Scared. With humor and charm, award-winning author 
Betina Birkjær and illustrator Zarah Juul show us how the things we can’t 
see grow bigger and scarier, how the slightest sound or shadow can send 
shivers down our back, and how monsters are—perhaps—mostly scary in 
our imagination.

• Betina Birkjær is the author of Coffee, Rabbit, Snowdrop, Lost, a 
2022 Mildred L. Batchelder Honor Book, a finalist for the 2022 
Kirkus Prize in Young Readers’ Literature, and a USBBY Out-
standing International Book of 2022.

For anyone who’s ever been monster-scared comes a 
lighthearted book about the dark. About what lives in 
the attic. And about discovering that monsters are—
perhaps—mostly scary in your imagination.

$18.95 • 978-1-945492-74-7
9.5”x 12.75” • 32 pg • HC 
Ages 3-8

SEPTEMBER 2023



When Deokgu opens a brand new tailor shop in town, all of Seoul is skepti-
cal of his modern styles. Who would want to wear such funny-looking suits? 
But Deokgu remains devoted to his craft, and it’s not long before the shop 
begins to flourish, becoming a beloved fixture in the community.

Written and illustrated by Ahn Jaesun, The Tailor Shop at the Intersection fol-
lows three generations of tailors weaving themselves and their business into 
the fabric of their community in a rapidly changing Seoul. Ahn’s award-win-
ning illustrations convey with great affection a more complicated story about 
the pressures that rapid development place on culture, commerce, and local 
business.

In The Tailor Shop at the Intersection, Ahn Jaesun shows how commitment, 
adaptability, and staying true to yourself help pave the way for success—and 
how embracing change and honoring tradition can go hand in hand. 

• Bologna Ragazzi Award—Opera Prima, Special Mention

A heartwarming story about family, resilience, fashion, 
and staying true to who you are—told through three 
generations of tailors in a rapidly changing Seoul.

AHN AHN 
JAESUNJAESUN

THETHE TAILOR 
SHOP  
AT THEAT THE

INTERSECTION
TRANSLATED BYTRANSLATED BY

SORA KIMSORA KIM--RUSSELLRUSSELL

$18.95 • 978-1-945492-76-1
8”x 9.5” • 48 pg • HC 
Ages 4-10

THE TAILOR 
SHOP AT THE 
INTERSECTION
Ahn Jaesun
translated from the korean by  

Sora Kim-Russell

OCTOBER 2023



It’s the week of her gallery opening and none of Paty’s paintings are ready. 
She asks her friends to pose in her studio, and the outcome is . . . just dread-
ful. After seeing the way Paty has portrayed them, one after the other, they 
leave in a huff. Paty wonders whether she should cancel the whole thing. 
Fortunately, Michou, the gallery owner, forbids it. And Paty is in for a sur-
prise on opening day . . .

What exactly is a piece of art? What is it meant to capture? How do we find 
the courage to believe in our work? Claire Lebourg’s watercolor illustrations 
convey all the worry and self-doubt that comes with any creative practice and 
show us that maybe the secret lies in believing in yourself. 

What exactly is a piece of art? What is it meant to 
capture? And how do we find the courage to believe in 
our work?

$18.95 • 978-1-945492-78-5
8”x 9.5” • 32 pg • HC 
Ages 3-8

HOW DREADFUL!
Claire Lebourg
translated from the french by  

Sophie Lewis

Mais, en traversant la pièce, elle entendit
la mère d’Isabelle dire à sa fille :
— Quelle toile sublime ! On te reconnaît
par-fai-te-ment, ma choupette !

Et le meilleur ami de Pierre dire :
— Ça alors, vieille branche, quel
port de tête, quelle prestance !

Et enfin, le mari de Mona :
— C’est exactement 
ton regard, ma crevette, 
c’est �appant.
Oui, vraiment, l’artiste 
a vu au-delà de ton apparence, 
c’est ton âme qui transparaît 
sur cette toile.

— Bravo, Paty !
acclama la foule en l’apercevant,

applaudissant à tout rompre.
Quelle artiste !

FEBRUARY 2024



f o r e i g n r i g h t s

If you are interested in our titles in the UK and any other English-language 
territories, please contact editors@transitbooks.org.

For other territories, we work with the following sub-agents:

france

bam Agency
12 rue Juliette Dodu

75010 Paris

Marie Lannurien
contact@bamlitagency.com

greece

Ersilia Literary Agency
Evangelia Avloniti
info@ersilialit.com

israel

The Deborah Harris Agency
Geula Geurts

geula@dhliterary.com

italy

Clementina Liuzzi Agency
Lungotevere Ripa 6

00153 Rome

Clementina Liuzzi
clementina@litag.it

turkey

AnatoliaLit Agency
Caferağa Mah.

Gunesli Bahce Sok. No:48
Or.Ko Apt. B Blok D:4
34710 Kadıkö, İstanbul

Amy Spangler
amy@anatolialit.com
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b oa r d o f  d i r e c to r s

Adam Z. Levy • Ashley Nelson Levy

Jennifer Menendez • Beverly Mislang

Silvia Oviedo

nat i o na l  a dv i s o ry c o u n c i l

Susan Bernofsky • Andrew Eisenman • Anderson Tepper

Alex Zucker • Jeffrey Zuckerman

 

Transit Books is a nonprofit publisher of international 
and American literature, based in the San Francisco Bay 
Area. Founded in 2015, Transit Books is committed to 
the discovery and promotion of enduring works that 

carry readers across borders and communities. 

Visit us online to learn more about our forthcoming 
titles, events, and opportunities to support our mission.

TRANSITBOOKS.ORG

g e n e r a l  i n qu i r i e s

Transit Books 
1569 Solano Ave #142

Berkeley, CA 94707

editors@transitbooks.org • transitbooks.org

b o o k s to r e  t r a d e  o r d e r s

Transit Books titles are sold and distributed  
throughout North America by:

Consortium Book Sales & Distribution
34 Thirteenth Ave, NE, Suite 101

Minneapolis, MN 55413

T: (800) 283-3572
F: (800) 351-5073

cbsd.com

p e r s o na l  o r d e r s

Individuals can purchase Transit Books titles 
through our website, bookstores everywhere, and 

all major online retailers.

press and marketing inquiries

To request advance or review copies of any of 
our titles, please email us at editors@transit-
books.org. Along with your request, please 
include your affiliation and provide links to 

previous reviews, if available.

academic desk copy requests

Desk copy requests should be sent to editors@
transitbooks.org. Please include the name of 

the professor, course description, and expected 
enrollment.



Publishing enduring works  
that carry readers across 

borders and communities.

TRANSITBOOKS.ORG


